If your coach is equipped with a Girard automatic awning, you already know
the list of wonderful features it offers, including automatic retraction, should the
wind come up. It doesn’t matter if you are home or not, the wind sensor
mounted on the roof of your coach measures the speed of the wind conditions
and once it reaches a predetermined set point, the sensor retracts your awning
protecting it from potential damage.
Experienced RVers know that from time-to-time there are unforeseen low
hanging obstacles (primarily tree limbs), which can, if undetected, wreak havoc
upon the fixtures (one of which is the wind sensor), which are mounted on your
coach’s roof. So it may become necessary to replace the Girard wind sensor in
order to maintain protection for your awning. This task is easier than you would
think following the steps listed below.
We start by locating the low voltage control panel for the Girard awning.
Ours is located in the overhead cabinet above the entry door. Remove the
panel’s cover and trace the two wires (in our case blue and brown) from the
terminal inside the panel to the penetration in the ceiling leading out to the roof.
With the location of the wires established, we went to the roof of the coach and
pulled back the excess roof sealant on the damaged wind sensor, exposing the
two mounting screws. We removed the two screws and slowly pulled the old
sensor up from the roof. Once the old sensor is removed from the roof, we cut
the wires at the base of the old and damaged sensor, leaving the wires to use as
a “pull cord” for the new sensor.
Using black electrical tape, we taped the end of the new sensor’s wires
(Girard part number 9800151-01) to the end of the old cut wires protruding from
the coach’s roof. Be sure to wrap the tape on at least six-inches of each wire
end, providing sufficient strength to pull the new wires through the roof and to
the panel.
From the inside of the coach we then pulled the old wire through the roof
penetration and along with it the new sensor’s wire. You may want to have an
assistant on the roof as you pull the wire through to help keep the new wire from
tangling, and to stop you once the new sensor is in position.
Using a small screwdriver, we replaced the two wires from the old sensor
with the wires from the new sensor matching like color for like color.
Back on the roof, we positioned the new sensor and secured it in place using
the two screws removed from the old sensor. Be sure to apply a small amount of
roof sealant on the screw threads before screwing into the roof. The last item is
to seal the roof using an approved sealant. We applied the roof sealant around
and over the entire new sensor base, providing a waterproof barrier.

The replacement can be accomplished in less than an hour with the proper
tools and ensures your awning will be able to take full advantage of the
protections that are designed to keep it safe and operational for years to come.
1. Remove the screws that attach the existing anemometer.
2. Cut the existing anemometer cable as close to the base leaving as much

wire as possible to make connections.
3. Clean off any sealant left on-the-roof
4. Cut back the shielding on the old anemometer wire coming from the roof.

This will expose the 2 wires inside, cut back the insulation on each wire
exposing about 112" of bare wire.
5. Cut the wire on the new anemometer to a manageable length about 6"-8".
6. Cut back the shielding on the new anemometer wire. This will expose the

2 wires inside, then cut back the insulation on each wire to expose about
112" of bare wire.
7. Using splice connectors match the wire colors and crimp connections.
8. Extend the awning about 3' and test the anemometer. lf the awning

retracts move to step 8. If the awning is non responsive or extends please
call Girard tech support 949-259-4000
9. Apply a small amount of sealant around the bottom of the anemometer

base. Next secure the anemometer with (3) sheet metal screws.{Not
provided)
10. Seal the entire footprint of the anemometer including the screws that

attach the anemometer to the roof.
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